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2’ x 5’ GAS GRILLS 
GENERAL INFORMATION & INSTRUCTIONS 

 
 
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. Make sure all gas control knobs are in the “off” position. 
2. There are no pilot lights on these grills; you light the burners directly. 
3. There are two top grates on the left and the right.  Life up or remove the tops grates. 
4. Make sure the burners are covered with the flavor bars.  Sometimes during transport the flavor bars 

fall off and must be put back on. 
5. Turn the propane tanks wide open. 
6. Turn on one burner and light it. 
7. Do the same for the remaining 7 burners. 
8. Put the top grates back in place. 
9. There are two water pans, one under each side burner.  Add water to each pan making sure there is 

water covering the entire bottom of the pan.  More water is needed if the grilling time is long.  The 
water helps control flare-ups.  Add water as needed by pouring it through the top grate.  This can be 
done while the grill is burning. 

10. After the grill is heated up you may want to turn the burner down a bit. 
 
 
CLEANING: 

1. You are responsible for cleaning the grill once done grilling.  If it is not cleaned properly, you will 
not get your deposit returned. 

2. First, while it is still burning or hot, clean the top grate with a wire brush. 
3. Turn off the grill. 
4. Let cool. 
5. Empty the two water pans and scrape them out if you have rented the regular gas grills.  If it is the 

trailer gas grill, you do not have to empty the water pans, we will do it. 
6. Clean the outside of the grill using 409 or something similar. 

 
 
RETURNING: 
Return the grill by 12:00pm the next business day unless other arrangements have been made.  When 
returning equipment to Biebel’s, please check in at the service counter before bringing in the equipment.  The 
staff person will tell you what door or area to return the items to. 
 
After the grill has been checked in and noted if it was cleaned properly or not and the propane has been filled 
and recorded you will either be charged for the difference or given a refund.  This usually does not happen 
the same day as the return. 


